Reactions to a targeted intervention to increase fecal occult blood testing among average-risk adults waiting for screening colonoscopy
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BACKGROUND: Increasing demand combined with limited capacity has resulted in long wait times for average-risk adults referred for screening colonoscopy for colorectal cancer. Management of patients on these growing wait lists is an emerging clinical issue.

OBJECTIVE: To inform the content and design of a mailed targeted invitation for patients to undergo annual fecal occult blood testing (FOBT) while awaiting colonoscopy.

METHODS: Focus groups (FGs) with average-risk patients on a wait list for screening colonoscopy at a high-throughput academic outpatient colonoscopy facility were conducted. During each FG session, feedback regarding a range of materials under consideration for the planned intervention was elicited using a semistructured facilitator guide. The FG sessions were recorded and transcribed verbatim, and analyzed using the constant comparative method to identify key themes.

RESULTS: Findings from the three FGs (n=28) suggested that average-risk patients on a wait list for screening colonoscopy would be receptive to a targeted intervention recommending that they undergo FOBT while waiting. Participants indicated that the invitation to undergo FOBT was an important acknowledgement that they were on an actively managed list, and that a mechanism to ensure that they were correctly triaged while waiting was in place. Several specific suggestions to improve the design of the targeted intervention were obtained.

CONCLUSIONS: Results of the present study provide useful information for developing effective strategies to manage average-risk individuals facing long wait times for screening colonoscopy.
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Colorectal cancer (CRC) is an important public health problem and the second leading cause of cancer mortality in Canada, with estimates of 22,500 cases and 9100 deaths in 2010 (1). Despite strong evidence that screening reduces CRC incidence and mortality, screening rates are low (2-5). Evidence-based recommendations for physicians (6-8) and professional societies (9,10) have consistently recommended CRC screening for average-risk adults. The Canadian Association of Gastroenterology (11) has supported CRC screening programs with test choices aligned with patient preference, evidence and locally available capacity. Population-based screening programs, implemented to increase screening coverage in several Canadian provinces and internationally, have emphasized the fecal occult blood test (FOBT) as the primary screening test for average-risk adults (12).

However, increasing use of colonoscopy as a primary screening test for CRC (13,14) creates challenges for FOBT-based provincial screening programs, and results in longer wait times for colonoscopy services (15). Indeed, there has been a huge demand for primary screening with colonoscopy in the Calgary (Alberta) area, in part fueled by the opening of a high-throughput academic outpatient colonoscopy facility in January 2009 (Forzani & MacPhail Colon Cancer Screening Centre [CCSC] at the University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta). The goal of the CCSC is to provide all CRC screening-related colonoscopies in the
Calgary area. Higher priority is given to patients referred for follow-up of a positive FOBT, previous CRC/polyps and/or family history of CRC/polyps. Receipt of more than 100 average-risk referrals per day has resulted in a substantial wait list, with the majority of average-risk patients waiting more than 18 months to undergo screening colonoscopy. Wait list management has become a major issue, and average-risk patients are now recommended to undergo annual FOBT while waiting for their screening colonoscopy.

Patient reminders (eg, letters, postcards or telephone calls) can be effective in increasing screening uptake (16), and many population-based programs include invitations targeted to eligible adults to increase FOBT uptake. The aims of the current study were to inform the content and design of a targeted mailed invitation to undergo an FOBT while awaiting colonoscopy, and to identify additional strategies for increasing FOBT uptake.

METHODS
Semistructured focus groups (FGs) were used to explore the reactions of screen-eligible adults to a range of possible materials (envelopes, letters, supplementary materials or FOBT kits) and strategies (eg, mailing FOBT kits directly to screen-eligible adults). All materials and strategies were under consideration for an intervention study to encourage average-risk adults to complete an FOBT while awaiting screening colonoscopy. Ethics approval was obtained from the Alberta Cancer Research Ethics Board and Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board of the University of Calgary.

FG participants
Three FG sessions, each 2 h in length, were conducted in Calgary in August 2009. Two single-sex FG sessions (one each of women only and men only) and one mixed-sex session were conducted. Participants were recruited using a mailed invitation to a random sample of average-risk patients waiting more than 18 months to undergo screening colonoscopy. All patients had been referred to the CCSC by their primary care physician. FG participants received a small honorarium ($50) for participating in the session.

Each FG consisted of screen-eligible adults 50 years of age or older. The recruitment goals were a minimum of eight persons per group balanced according to age (younger than 65 years, and 65 years and older), employment status (working or retired/at home) and previous screening experience (screened or never screened). Informed consent was obtained by investigators before the actual sessions. All FGs were moderated by a psychologist (PR) with considerable experience in conducting qualitative interview studies.

Materials tested
During each session, the moderator presented each component of the planned targeted intervention to FG participants in turn. Specific materials included the following: two versions of envelope return addresses (family physician or CCSC); three versions of invitation letters that varied in format and length; supplemental materials including two multipage brochures and a separate full-page fact sheet; and an instruction brochure. Materials were similar in content but varied in design, readability and style including layout, typeface and text density. A semistructured facilitator guide was used to elicit opinions and preferences regarding features that would prompt individuals to open and read the materials, help them comprehend key messages and persuade them to undergo an FOBT. Reactions to these materials allowed us to assess their openness and receptivity to undergoing an FOBT while on a wait list for a screening colonoscopy. In addition, the moderator sought responses to additional promotional strategies under consideration (media campaign, reminder card, follow-up telephone call, inclusion of FOBT kit and mailing instructions) to increase screening uptake.

Data analysis
The demographic characteristics of the FG participants were tabulated. The FG sessions were recorded and transcribed verbatim. The constant comparative method was used to identify key themes representing varying attitudes and preferences, with the coding of the content of each FG performed on a line-by-line basis to identify all phrases, key words and expressed concepts (17). NVivo 8 (QSR International, USA) qualitative analysis software aided the process of coding the comparisons among the expressed concepts identified by participants.

RESULTS
FG invitation letters were sent to 150 individuals randomly selected from the wait list of adults 50 to 74 years of age referred by their family physician for average-risk screening colonoscopy in July, 2010. Thirty-four persons responded to the invitation and 28 were available for the FG interviews. FG participants are summarized in Table 1.

Three broad themes emerged in the analysis of FG transcripts (Figure 1): openness to the intervention (directing attention to the mailed invitation package); engagement and decision making (considering the pros and cons of undergoing FOBT while wait-listed for colonoscopy); and addressing the practicalities of FOBT. A summary of the transcript analyses and illustrative quotes for each theme are provided below.

Openness to the intervention
A key underlying concept was the legitimacy of the source of the mailed invitation. The credibility and professionalism of materials were important in establishing this legitimacy, with FG participants highly suspicious of approaches that appeared ‘mass produced’ or
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resembled fundraising solicitations in any way. The perception that materials were personally relevant, largely through association with their family doctor, increased the likelihood that recipients would open the envelope to read the enclosed materials. Yet, for a minority of participants, a mailed invitation with their doctor’s return address provoked anxiety or resulted in inattention because their doctor-patient communications usually occurred by telephone. Some participants voiced concerns about privacy issues and the sensitivity of the topic. These concerns may inform the optimal design of invitations and how the topic of colon cancer screening should be introduced.

For me, as soon as I saw this kind of a format I would throw it away, I wouldn’t read it, because I get so many… (FG1 woman)

Something more professional, black and white, gets your attention and then a nice pamphlet…inside. I’ve read the letter. I know now this is a legit thing… (FG2 woman)

...If it just says, ‘From your doctor to me’, it’s more personal and confidential… (FG2 man)

This one [from family doctor] I would open right away because I’d be worried, which is a motivating factor. (FG1 woman)

I think it will get tossed out because it’s not going to be important, because the doctor would have told me. (FG3 man)

...It might be a little embarrassing for someone if another person in the family was to see this and go, ‘Oh, my god. Are you having problems? Why do you need cancer screening?’ (FG2 man)

Engagement and decision making

Once FG participants were sufficiently engaged to open the invitation, the need to establish the intervention’s connection with a trusted source was important. Brief letters with a clear purpose were more likely to be successful. Medical terminology was considered confusing or ‘off-putting’ by some, and special attention to the needs of people in the target age ranges (especially font size and literacy level) was considered to be important.

Invitation receipt soon after colonoscopy referral and coherence with other health messages also appeared to increase the likelihood of a positive response to materials. Participants believed that knowing how FOBT results would affect their colonoscopy wait time must be clearly conveyed. The variability in recommendations regarding FOBT received from family physicians was a source of confusion for some.

...When I see anything too lengthy, I lose interest…and it goes into the Blue Box [recycling bins]. (FG3 man)

...Cancer sort of leaps off the page because we have cancer in our family. That’s the word that would speak to me. (FG1 woman)

...Some kind of name,…that conveys its purpose but doesn’t involve fecal occult blood and all those things that are either misinterpreted, puts people off or whatever… (FG1 woman)

...Literacy level, of even the native Canadian people is quite low. Adult literacy is something like only 60-some percent… keep it simple. (FG3 woman)

The letter could say ‘You’re on the waitlist for a colonoscopy. It’s been our experience that if you do the stool sample test within the timeframe while you’re waiting, that the chances are if there is a reason, boom, you’re in. If there isn’t, then just relax. We’ll get to you’. It’s a promise that you have been acknowledged. (FG2 woman)

...The best way…is for that letter to come to you pretty soon after you’ve talked to your doctor. … (FG2 woman)

...Why didn’t…[my doctor] send me for one of these [FOBT kits]? Why didn’t he hand this to me five years ago? (FG1 woman)

...[My doctor] as an example, is not encouraging me to have this test [FOBT]…any more. (FG3 man)

Addressing the practicalities of completing the recommended FOBT

All FG participants were receptive to completing an FOBT while on the wait list; however, many suggested that logistical support might be needed to complete the test. Receiving a mailed FOBT kit and instructions were considered to be helpful, but additional reminders received a mixed response, with some finding them helpful and others finding them intrusive. For some, the need for sensitivity and privacy for people needing assistance with testing was important.
Targeted intervention to increase FOBT in average-risk adults

There are several limitations of the present study that may affect the generalizability of the findings. FG participants were recruited from the wait list of a single outpatient academic colon cancer screening centre and may not reflect the views held in other geographical locations. The sample was primarily of British/European descent and English speaking; thus, the findings may not be generalizable to other ethnic groups and cultures. Low literacy groups may also have different information needs and sensitivities regarding FOBT (35). All FG participants had been referred by their primary care physician for CRC screening and are, thus, likely a select group in terms of health motivation and openness to screening as a health protective measure. The findings may not be generalizable to the public who have not already accepted a referral for CRC screening.

Opportunistic colonoscopy screening of average-risk adults is occurring with increasing frequency despite the implementation of population-based home FOBT programs. Pressures on colonoscopy capacity are likely to increase as demand for primary colonoscopy screening increases in conjunction with efforts to increase CRC screening with stool tests. Results of the present study provide useful information for developing effective strategies to deal with the emerging clinical issue of average-risk individuals facing long wait times for screening colonoscopy.

SUMMARY
Population-based efforts to increase CRC screening rates combined with limited colonoscopy capacity has resulted in long wait times for average-risk adults referred for screening colonoscopy. Findings from three FGs suggest that average-risk patients on a wait list for screening colonoscopy would be receptive to a targeted intervention recommending they undergo an FOBT while waiting for their screening colonoscopy. The present study provides useful information for developing effective strategies to deal with the emerging clinical issue of average-risk individuals facing long wait times for screening colonoscopy.
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